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Reflecting on Treading Soft Ground 
Short text by Zhané Warren 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2013 I launched Warren Editions Projects adjacent to the studio. I was planning exhibitions and 

had a need to showcase the soft ground technique1. While reflecting on how the hypersensitive 

nature of the soft ground technique shows even the subtlest impressions and marks made by the 

artist, the title Treading Soft Ground came to me. My brain made an immediate connection 

between the wax used as a protective layer – called ‘the ground’ and the ground, that as humans, 

we traverse. ‘Treading soft ground’ – an act that is done consciously, not with hesitation, but 

whilst being mindful of weight being the focus; the weight of the hand – during drawing – and the 

weight of the human physical presence (spatial presence). The title holds within it my philosophy 

of printmaking and life. The process of printmaking is a metaphor for life. And the practice of 

being a conscious being is a metaphor for printmaking.  

 

Katherine Bull and I had spoken in the past about making prints together – etchings and 

monotypes. Her keen interest and practice of painting, with both hands simultaneously (in her 

private Skype conversations with artists when she or they are in another part of the world), for 

me was the manner in which I wanted to portray literally and metaphorically the soft ground 

etching technique. I thought of Bull and did not stray from this choice. Her performance pieces of 

drawing a real-life figure digitally to then be translated into a digital print, and maker of images 

with traditional media, such as watercolour within a performance was in sync with what I 

imagined to do for the Treading Soft Ground performance2. Bull’s description in her biography of 

her performance work can just as well have been of Treading Soft Ground. The biography 3states: 
                                                        
1 Soft ground etching is mostly for the instance when drawing on a piece of paper, called ‘lift-paper’, that is placed on top 

of a plate that has been coated with soft wax ground. When the lift-paper is removed the ground is lifted along with the 

paper, wherever the paper was marked or touched.  

 

Soft ground etching, microscopically, is a series of tiny pits. Normally in soft ground, the plate bites in the acid only once, 

and if this is the case, the etched pits will be all the same depth. Because of soft ground’s sensitivity to variations in 

pressure, there can be an infinite light-to-dark range in the print.  

 

Where heavy pressure is applied on the lift-paper more wax sticks to the underside of the paper, and the spaces between 

the tiny marks are so fine as to be invisible – the line is dense and dark. In areas where drawing pressure is very little, 

then only a slight amount of wax sticks to the underside of the paper and the line is light. In soft ground etching, the 

thickness and finish of the lift-paper, combined with the pressure applied in drawing and the particular tool used, create 

varying density in the tooth of the etched plate and therefore the look of the impression. 

 

Soft ground is autographic. Any impression in the ground will print, and the technique is extraordinarily responsive to the 

movement and pressure of the hand. The sensitivity of the wax ground allows a tonal range that can go beyond ordinary 

drawing. The soft ground is a mixture of beeswax, small amount of asphaltum and petroleum jelly. 
2 Treading Soft Ground, a live print performance and collaboration between Katherine Bull and Warren Editions took place 

on 17 April and 22 may 2014 at Warren Editions. 
3 See Addendum at end of the text. 
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“for Bull both re-focuses the emphasis onto the act of looking and drawing itself and plays with 

the different perspectives of the public performance as spectacle and the private moment 

between the artist and sitter. Through this process she continues her attempt to bring the 

physical and virtual into a closer dialogue…Bull inverts her digital drawing process by using a 

traditional drawing media and the digital media becomes the subject. The gaze of the artist as 

mediator of a contemporary cultural landscape…is played out as an ethnographic study in which a 

material archive of time-based media is created.” 

 

When I invited Bull to collaborate with me on Treading Soft Ground I was focused on how the 

attributes of her practice would naturally flow into the set up, visual impact and thematic 

concerns of Treading Soft Ground. Also her experience in printmaking made her acutely aware 

and sensitive to the characteristics of soft ground etching. 

 

When one is working in a professional print environment the milieu consists of process, slow 

ritual orientated methods and shared activities all pivoting around producing a print; a viewer 

rarely engages with these, but sees only the signed completed print. Treading Soft Ground 

centred on the act of making. This act of making was heightened by Bull’s ‘conscious’ drawing, 

onto thin tissue paper covering the soft ground, with both hands simultaneously – hands in time 

with each other. Bull’s brain fully aware of applying the principle of pressure while drawing with 

various drawing tools - fully conscious of the weight of the fingers on the tissue.  

 

For me the act(s) of making a print is equally important as the artwork. Treading Soft Ground 

presents through performance and process the creative action of work itself. ‘Print-making’ is 

looking inward finding the content and context within itself, to be unpacked and deconstructed. 

The printmaking tenet of Treading Soft Ground partook of the framework of installation art, 

performance art, digital media and drawing. All the prints that are a result of the two events of 

Treading Soft Ground for me embody the mark-making by Bull and the very particular tasks, 

associated with the plate-making, executed by the team. 

 

On Warren Editions’s website4 is written “[a]s a ‘live print performance’ the project engaged 

directly with the public, and presented an unique opportunity for the audience to share in a 

creative happening. The viewer experienced first-hand the traditional printmaking process that is 

soft ground etching, and engaged in a dialogue between the digital and analogue evident in 

Katherine Bull’s work.” During both performances the audience experienced the same marked 

reaction towards what was unfolding before them. In stark contrast to the print team’s 

cognisance of the creative happening, the audience was positively surprised, intrigued, confused, 

curious, full of questions (which we gladly answered) and enlightened. Groups followed the 

printers around so as to witness the entire process. If people arrived in the middle of a cycle then 

they patiently stuck around until they seemingly made sense of what was occurring before them. 

Even applauding as I lifted up a print from the plates to reveal the outcome/physical-record of 

the full-cycle they witnessed in the last 30 minutes. 

 

The installation of the furniture (and its aesthetic), materials, projection and position of the 

printers and Bull were well considered. Bull’s choice of using a webcam, of the waterfront 

stemmed from her art practice (such as with LOST, 2011 and Bull’s GOOGLE searches) and was an 

extremely valuable contribution. The intersection of print and performance with the digital 

                                                        
4 (http://www.warreneditions.com/?page_id=5416) 
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clearly showed the ability of printmaking to be facilitated by the digital whilst the print facilitates 

digital media – placing traditional printmaking techniques within contemporary art practice. The 

subject matter was appropriate for Cape Town World Design Capital and the subject matter re-

enforced (positioned) the active role of Warren Editions in the art practice of Cape Town and the 

art community. Moreover, Robben Island, V&A Waterfront, Cape Town Harbour and Cape Town 

Stadium viewed through a webcam (attached to a popular hotel) highlights commercially 

successful sites that are integral to the tourist industry in Cape Town and its economic growth - 

aspects integral to Bull and my conscious choice of the particular webcam5. 
 

After the first performance I immediately knew that Treading Soft Ground would be augmented 

with a second event, hence my scheduling of another date. The images on the plates could be 

developed significantly more, the framework set up in the first creative happening allowed for 

this. How would a body and brain’s familiarity of the process inform Treading Soft Ground? What 

an interesting conceptual and practical exercise, to see Bull and the print-team tread the same 

terrain again. I reasoned that a second happening for Bull could be an exercise in how her 

memories of looking at a scene, and translating this through her movement and pressure of the 

drawing tools and her fingers, alters the image and the confidence of her mark-making. And what 

was the challenge for the print-team? The process was a repeat for them, however the wiping of 

the plates altered the time that Bull spent on the drawing of the scene. In the first happening the 

duration was about 20 minutes, whereas in the second happening the time was about 30 

minutes, a consequence of the densely bitten plates taking longer to wipe. And, so in turn 

allowing Bull to engross herself into the development of the image under her fingers particularly 

the dusk and night scenes. The extended periods of wiping the plates and Bull interpreting the 

two scenes6 were equally consequential of the dense etchings and her longer engagement. 

                                                        
5 

 
Webcam view of Cape Town | Room With a View | The Westin Cape Town 

http://www.westincapetownview.com/?bctid=3629515840001 

6 The entire webcam image when viewed online is a 9:16 format and, because the projected format of the webcam view on 

the wall was a 3:4 Bull alternated between the left side - scene 1 -of the view (features the Cape Town Stadium) and the 

right side – scene 2 - of the view (features the Cape Wheel and Robben Island); hence #1 and #2 alternates in the titles 

along with the five groups labelled a to e. I came up with this system in order to make sense of the time-line of the prints 

in relation to the 2 scenes with the acronym T.S.G. and, so Bull included them into the titles. 
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Also, because the second happening was done a month later the sun set earlier, hence Bull 

confronting the scene at night-time. She had to repeatedly interpret the shapes, lines and details 

that made up the two scenes. As day turned to dusk, and dusk turned to night the distinct shapes 

and details, which she visited with every ‘re’-drawing of the scene disappeared. Instead the scene 

was steadily transformed by the daily cycle into a night scene. Replacing the familiar shapes, 

lines and movements of the ships, cars and the Cape Wheel into an unfamiliar yet enchanting 

scene of lights. These lights if joined like dots similarly to a constellation - like Orion’s Belt or The 

Southern Cross - positioned the landmarks within the darkness. After 20 years of printing the 

notion of developing an etched plate is engrained in me. The first event resulted in state 

(working) proofs. The second event resulted in resolved prints. 
 

 
Katherine Bull, www.westincapetownview.com_#1c_T.S.G(P2)_18:45-19:15_left&right hand 
 

 
Katherine Bull, 2014, www.westincapetownview.com_#2c_T.S.G(P2)_19:16-19:47_left&right 
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Katherine Bull | Biography 

 

Katherine Bull is currently a practicing artist, part-time lecturer in Visual Art at the Michaelis 

School of Fine Art, University of Cape Town and a creative coach.  

 

In 1998 she was awarded a Master of Fine Art degree from the University of Cape Town with 

distinction. In her master’s installation and thesis titled Positioning the Cape: A Spatial Engraving 

of a Shifting Frontier (1996-8) Bull researched and critically explored colonial printed 

representations of the Cape history and their relationship to systems of archiving. 

 

Since then Bull has produced five solo exhibitions and taken part in group exhibitions both 

nationally and internationally. In 2004 a public sculpture project titled Come to Pass was 

unveiled, produced in collaboration with artist Fritha Langerman as winners of the 3rd Cape Town 

Public Sculpture Competition 2002.  

 

Since her 2004 solo exhibition, data, new print works by Katherine Bull (Joao Ferreira Gallery in 

Cape Town), she has performed her work at international conferences such as data capture: in 

the field (On Gallery in Poznan, Poland 2005) and the performance of data capture: in the field II 

at a Symposium in New York (2007). Her digital drawing performances are part of a series in 

which she creates portraits drawn from life using the digital medium directly without 

photographic mediation. Through this process she explores the relationship between the real-time 

projected image that mirrors the drawing process and its output as print. This for Bull both re-

focuses the emphasis onto the act of looking and drawing itself and plays with the different 

perspectives of the public performance as spectacle and the private moment between the artist 

and sitter. Through this process she continues her attempt to bring the physical and virtual into a 

closer dialogue. The most recent iteration of this can be seen in live digital drawing actions using 

digital tablet in data_CAPTIVE AUDIENCE (LIVE ARTS FESTIVAL, Cape Town City Hall, 4 

December, 2012,) and ALBATROSS (collaborative performance with The Buckfever Underground & 

Darkroom collective, Cape Town 2014)  

 

In her most recent solo exhibition data capture: LOST & FOUND (Blank Projects, Cape Town, 2011) 

Bull inverts her digital drawing process by using a traditional drawing media and the digital media 

becomes the subject. The gaze of the artist as mediator of a contemporary cultural landscape of 

the television series LOST (Seasons 1-6) is played out as an ethnographic study in which a 

material archive of time-based media is created. This was placed in a dialogue with the 

performance of FOUND in which she draws blindfolded with her hand while attempting to mirror 

the action of a projected video footage over her. The found film footage shows a female mental 

patient doing repetitive hand gestures.  In this performance Bull explores the boundary of self-

representation through an attempt to embody the shadowed image of the filmed patient as a 

means to explore the boundary between the visible (physical) and invisible (feeling).  

 

Most recently Bull has been working on a number of painting projects drawn from digital sources 

(films, animated Google Image searches and webcams). For example in the painting data 

capture_In search of LANDSCAPE PAINTING (PAINT MATTERS, Barnard Gallery, Cape Town, 

2014) is generated by painting from projecting a fast stop-frame animation of images sourced 

from Internet Google Image Searches. In this case the starting point for the image search are the 

words ‘landscape painting’. The intention is to start with a broad genre of painting and use the 

Internet databank to generate the visual material. The closest image match is downloaded from 
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the Google Image Search and then re-uploaded as the next search input and so on.  Screen grabs 

are taken of the Google Image Search interface and animated and used as source for data 

capture_In search of LANDSCAPE PAINTING (24 images animated at 24fps). The history of 

landscape painting is mediated through the coded search function and becomes a random 

composite sample of visual information. The databank becomes the contemporary ‘landscape’ I 

am looking at rather than the content. The use of animating multiple images also adds the 

challenge of attempting to capture the fleeting and the overwhelming volume of information, 

while also becomes a meditation of perception. How we receive, perceive and process 

information in the present moment.  

 

In data capture_DOUBLE TROUBLED Bull explores another trajectory of interest in stereo-vision 

and left-right brain cognition through painting simultaneous ambidextrous paintings of 

neuropsychoanalysts via Skype video chat for a group exhibition Suspicious Minds: artists’ 

exploration of mind and matter (Annex Gallery-South African National Gallery, 2014 & Michaelis 

Gallery, University of Cape Town, 2013). 

 


